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Mona Yoo studies archival plans, blueprints and
photographs before undertaking a period of
onsite research to create sculptural responses
to the inherent make-up and hidden histories of
architectural spaces.
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Yoo’s life has been divided between Korea and
various cities in the United States, and she now
splits her time between Asia and the UK. Her
exposure to divergent architectural designs
and social structures inform her research into
architecture as a temporary passing-point for
various histories and cultures. Drawn to points
of boundary or threshold, be it doorways or
corridors, or man-made borders between
countries or inner-city zones, she studies liminal
spaces, where personal or collective movement
is ordered, changed or controlled.
Yoo considers every building and interior as a
layered and complex space, influenced and
impacted by the multitude of events that have
taken place within and around them: from
physical erosion caused by decades of human
passage to the shadows of happenings that
remain indelibly cast onto the walls. Working
directly into the fabric of the exhibition space
and using found materials from the surrounding
area, Yoo’s subtle interventions and sculptural
additions are rooted in the specific time and
place of their production. She heightens the
awareness of what she calls the ‘peripheries,
crevices and crumbs’, stirring the viewer’s
consciousness and asking them to look again
at the familiar.
Time plays a key role in Yoo’s process. She
immerses herself in a space for a prolonged
period in order to get deeply under its skin.
The process of listening and feeling, building a
relationship with her site is critical in informing
her reply. She tends to work in spaces she has
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no existing personal attachment to, allowing
her to address it as a neutral observer. She
is particularly drawn to sites that have been
transformed from their original use, spaces
rich with generational tales to be unearthed
and unpeeled. By personally adopting the role
of curious itinerant, Yoo is able to sensitively
respond to, and become part of, the transient
passings and flux experienced by a place. The
results are delicate and thoughtful actions that
re-energise a site, summoning lost echoes from
the past.

Place in reverse
Mona Yoo’s Place in reverse is a site-specific, multi-room
installation, exploring the former life of the Yamakiwa Gallery
space, and the entanglement between people, industry and
nature in the local area.
The work was made whilst on residency in the mountains
of Niigata prefecture on Japan’s west coast. Here the
unconventional Yamakiwa Gallery does nothing to conceal
its architectural history and industrial past. Resident artists
spend a sustained period dwelling and working in the
building, embedded within the peculiarities of the rustic
space. A former farmhouse, the building is made from wood
in the traditional Japanese style. The interior design follows
the Tatami system whereby traditional straw mats are used
as flooring. Tatami means ‘to pile’, or ‘to fold’, referencing
the ease with which the mats can be moved and stored,
allowing the room to be rearranged for the needs of a
specific occasion.
Following her own period of familiarisation with the space
and its history, Yoo began the meticulous process of reinterpreting and disrupting the formality of the rooms,
‘folding’ in unfamiliar, man-made elements and altering the
space with sound, prints, sculptures and performative action.
The flow of each room has been disturbed by a puncture or
obstruction placed at its centre. On the ground floor a section
of the Tatami floor has been shifted, replaced by a rectangle
of black artificial grass. This mutated insert sits uneasily
whilst a nearby window glows green with the contrasting
hue of its natural counterpart. In an adjacent room is the
‘Fire Space’, resting underneath a large smokestack. Once
the building’s central hearth, key to firing its now redundant
business, Yoo has left the space exposed and filled with sand
– dampening any prospect of an industrial return. In the room
directly above, within soot-coated walls Yoo has introduced a
shoji door, placing this traditional lightweight Japanese room
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divider in the centre of the floor. The door has been filled with
concrete and plaster, set to render it sturdy yet useless, lying
prone on the ground.
Over recent decades the village and local area around
the Yamakiwa Gallery has experienced a dramatic drop
in population, with many young people opting to leave
the rural setting for the city. The resulting shift to an aged
demographic has hastened the rapid decline of the rice
industry in the area with many buildings and public spaces
becoming abandoned and neglected. Nature has begun its
process of reclamation, with overgrown verges and verdant
shoots breaking through the asphalt. Drawn to this process of
decay and rebalancing, Yoo surveyed and documented the
surroundings, gathering inspiration and materials for her own
dialogue with the gallery space.
Visitors enter through an old stable, a roughly-kept vestibule
on the boundary between the external and internal. Here,
Yoo has suspended the first of two large monochromatic
prints on traditional Japanese paper. They depict examples
of modern concrete structures from the Niigata hillsides
– huge, hastily-devised blockades designed to dam and
protect the village from increased levels of rain and snowfall
and the threat of landslips. Yoo has enlarged and inverted
the black and white images, heightening the unnatural
strangeness of the brooding monoliths, designed by man to
control natural forces and brutalising the landscape.
Each room has had its formal geometry challenged and
broken, with the disruptive introduction of coarse elements
from outside and industrial additions inspired by the Western
building sites Yoo has encountered in Edinburgh. A found
sheet of corrugated plastic is balanced carefully over the
filled shoji door, framing handmade patterns in the concrete
set in its recesses, whilst other original elements throughout
the gallery have been bound in stretched black film.
Hovering precariously over the Fire Space a battered wooden
pallet is gymnastically suspended by four fluorescent green
lever-straps, whilst an old plastic sheet is tangled in its worn
struts. A nearby fan buffets the rickety structure, causing the
sheet to dance in the breeze, a wraith suspended in time,
helplessly tormented over the waiting trapdoor.
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Dispersed throughout the rooms are five incongruous
rice sacks, captured in various states of bondage. Once a
mainstay of the local industry, Yoo has sprayed the sacks
metallic silver, stressing their contemporary dissonance,
before tying them up with more green straps. They appear
across the spaces like unwelcome aliens, tightly bound or
slumped in corners, exhausted by an unwitnessed ordeal.
Upstairs, where one of the sacks has been forcibly pinned
to the breast of the chimney, a nearby window frames an
ailing tree, its trunk braced by a clumsy cluster of metal
poles – a crude human intervention aimed at support, whilst
constraining and dictating its direction.
Large parts of the gallery are bathed in amber light, and filled
with a mysterious droning sound. The colour, created by LED
lights and UV film over the external windows, turns natural
daylight into the evening glow of streetlights. The effect
dislocates the visitor from the present time, suspending them
in a jetlagged haze somewhere between day and night. The
sound is taken from within the village’s only road tunnel –
a passageway of negated nature, blasted to improve the
efficiency of human passage. The echoing drone unsettles
the rooms, further oppressing the elements confined within –
the ominous rumble of the only way in, and the only way out.
In a final act of intervention Yoo inserted her own body into
the space with a performance work that obscured one of
the external windows. The rhythmic smearing of Windolene
mixed with white paint mirrors the pattern of the cement in
the shoji and, as with the door, works to disable a traditional
means of access and point of transparency. The action is
directly taken from Yoo’s experience in Edinburgh, where she
first encountered the method used by commercial premises
to cloud their windows during renovations – deliberately
concealing the chaos or withholding the surprise within.
Yoo has approached the old farmhouse gallery space as a
stage set, within which she has implanted her commentary
on the push and pull relationship between man and
nature and her own state of dislocation between Asia and
Scotland. Her internal interventions speak of the plight of the
surrounding village, and many like it in similar post-industrial
areas. The machine of ‘progress’ and social change has
stripped it of its traditional identity, suspending it in a state

of liminal dormancy, struggling to discover and establish a
new purpose. By bringing usually disparate materials together
Yoo has composed a space of incongruous tensions and
discomforting imbalance – caught in a restless interstice,
somewhere between becoming and breaking apart.
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Mona Yoo (b. 1987) lives and works in Edinburgh and Seoul.
Recent exhibitions include: Place in reverse (2019), Yamakiwa
Gallery, Niigata; Sediment, Patina, Displacement (2018), OCI
Museum of Art, Seoul; We existed here (2017), Red Gate Gallery,
Beijing, New Contemporaries (2015/16), ICA, London. Mona is
a member of the Royal Society of Sculptors and Visual arts
Scotland and she has co-founded the long-term collaborative
project Hanqing & Mona. She is the recipient of the Gilbert
Bayes Award, Bloomberg New Contemporaries and OCI Young
Creatives, and has received grants from Arts Council Korea,
Seoul Foundation for Arts and Culture and GyeongGi Cultural
Foundation.

Talbot Rice Residents provides time and support for earlycareer Scotland-based artists within the unique context
of Talbot Rice Gallery, Edinburgh College of Art and the
University of Edinburgh.
The programme provides a unique research and
development opportunity to artists at a critical point in their
career. Rigorous exploration, experimentation and risktaking is encouraged within a culture of care and curiosity.
Residents are provided with studio and office space, access
to workshops, libraries and collections, as well as contact
with the vast academic community within the University of
Edinburgh and ongoing curatorial and technical support from
the Talbot Rice team.
The Talbot Rice Residents programme is part of a UK-wide
initiative funded by the Freelands Foundation to support
and grow creative communities by fostering long-term
relationships and collaborations between artists and
arts organisations. Talbot Rice Gallery became the Scottish
recipient of the award in 2018 alongside G39, Cardiff,
PS2 (Paragon Studios / Project Space), Belfast and Site
Gallery, Sheffield.
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